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INTRODUCTION
t
The following sections of this final report on high
speed hydrogen/graphite interaction deal with the various
aspects of the research program.
Section 1 concerns the theoretical predictions of
hydrogen/graphite erosion rates. Our previous report (l-l)
covered this topic area in some detail, however, this phase
of the research is continuing under Dr. Sharma's direction
and a brief summary of the activities are included in this
section.
Section 2 describer high temperature, nonequilibrium
hydrogen flow in a nozzle. In this section some detail as
to computer programs and subroutines is supplied in order to
oalculate flow characteristics of nuclear rocket applications.
The analysis includes subsonic, transonic and supersonic
regimes together with equilibrium and non-equilibrium con-
side2"ations.
Section 3 describes the molecular beam studies of
hydrogen/graphite erosion. This phase of the research has
concluded. The findings, together with a description of the
approach and experimental apparatus,are summarized here.
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SECTION 1
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF HYDROGEN/GRAPHITE EROSION RATES
_ A theoretical model is developed to predict the erosion
! rate of graphite coating by a stream of hydrogen gas It is
_ based on a phenomenological description of turbulent reacting
_! boundary layer flow. It also takes into account the effect of
-_i lateral curvature in the nozzle as well as the dissociation
-, of hydrogen gas.
The basic conservation equations with the relevant bound-
:i
ary conditions for this model were summarized in the last re-
_ port (l-l) . The formulation of the problem was done by consider-
, ing the multicomponent diffusion of species• The detailed de-
scription of the transport properties needed for the solution
of the equations as well as the transformed forms of the gov-
erning equations were also given in the last report (I-1) .
A numerical solution is being sought for the set of
coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. For this
purpose, we are following the general procedure adopted by
Herring and Mellor (1-2) for calculating the boundary layer flow
of a single component (non-reacting) mixture• Using the Crank-
Michelson scheme, the partial differential equations haoe been
_ transformed into finite difference equations which are then
being solved by Gaussian elimination procedure. The expressions
are too lengthy for presentation ix, this report.
There are essentially three successive phases involved in
the complete solution of this problem_
(a) The flow external to the boundary layer must be
known. This task was undertaken by Mr. R. Hamman who provided
the numerical data for the non-equilibrium flow field with a
given nozzle geometry by neglecting the boundary layer effects
(see Section 2). The choice of step-size along the axial direc-
tion is consequently restricted by this input data.
(b) In order to solve the governing equations step by step
along the axial direction, we use approximate turbulent similarity
flow equations at the initial station. Herring and Mellor gener-
alized the results obtained from incompressible equilibrium tur-
bulent boundary layer flow stud les to get approximate compres-
sible turbulent similarity flow equations. In the present anal-
ysis, we make use of the same prescriptions for the momentum
conservation equation expressed in terms of temperature in con-
trast to enthalpy. Moreover, the same concept is extended to
the species conservation equation.
It must be pointed out that since we have included the
dependences on temperature and composition for the various
physical properties of the mixture, the final expressions are
far more complex, and the logic of the computer program also
becomes very involved.
(c) Having obtained the results for the similarity flow,
the calculations can be easily completed for other stations
by considering the general form of the governing equations.
No essential difficulty can be expected at this stage. All
the releuant details have been worked out.
In view of the unexpected change of location of the in-
1975007833-TSA07
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vestigator for this phase of the program, Dr. O. P. Sharma,
and the necessity of using a smaller computer facility
(IBM 7044), the debugging of the Fortran has been rather
slow. It is anticipated that the computation will be com-
pleted by summer 1974 at no additional expense to the contract.
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. SECTION 2
HIGH TEMPERATURE_ NONEqUILIBRIUM HYDROGEN FLOW IN A NOZZLE
2.1
The analysis is composed of three rather distinctive flow cases: subsonic
! one dimensional flow, transonic flow and supersonic axisymmetric flow.
I Only a rough outline of the respective theories is given. For more de-
_ tailed information one is referred to the references for this section.
_ The subsonic flow analysis consists of a pressure defined one-dimensional
_ non-equilibrlum analysis as given in Re£s.2-1 0 2-2. Insufficient reliable
information was known to warrant a computer program on a two-dimensional
axlsymmetric treatment of the subsonic flow.
In the case of transonic flow a model is chosen for a simple, more geo-
i metrical treatment analogue to that discussed in Reference 2-2 which gives
i accurate results compared to experiments. An extensive treatment of the
L
I transonic axlsymmetric case is given in Reference 2-2D but was rejected
I _ for this program as being too complicated.
' The analysis of the axisymmetric non-equiIibrium supersonic flow employs
i a method of characteristics solution for the partial differential equations.
The finite difference scheme chosen stems from Reference 2-4, being a
: more simple method than that used in Reference 2-5.
2.1.1 Subsonic one-dimensional flow
i_ The governing differential equations for one-dimensional flow with chemical
_i. non-equilibrium are
1975007833-TSA09
In case of chealoal 9quilibrium equation (2.4)is replaced by i
or in case of frosen flow _F
In the disoussion we will not oonsider the frozen ¢ase, as its method
@f solution is almost identical _,;o the one for equilibrium flow,
As the set of equations both in the equilibrium and in the non-equili-
brJus case are to be inte_rated through the transonic re_,ion, the area
-" Patio cannot be used as the independant variable because the area ratio
l defined set of equations is sin_,_lar at the sonic Doint_
Usin_ the velocity or pressure as the independent variable has the extra
advante_e that the set of four differential equations, which originally
required simultaneous inte_Tationt is reduced to a set of three equations.
i _ W_h the flow field the correspondln_ area ratio can be Computed afterwards,
.
' .
Xn the non-equilibrium case there exists a coupling of the equations with the
area ratio by means of the chemical relaxation equation. This case will
hays to be solved by iteration of the complete subsonic flowfield until
¢
• the computed area ratio oonver_es to.the area ratio defined by the no_le
shape.
i
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R,l,l,l, EquilibrilL_ flow
• ; Uelng velocity as the independant variable equations (2,2) and (2.3)
i!
' can Be written
I
................. _ .° --
• . . °
._w 'dw * ap, o _.&)
" dk *_aw. _ ............................................. gt.7)
.i
. ii Equation (R._) is replaced by the condition for equilibrium _'- Wb(p,T ).
; : As the enthalpy h is a function of W. and T only
i " "
L_ d6, 6.raT _'k-L ol._. ..............................................t
where ..................................
ORIGINAL PAGE _
QUALITY ..... "........................................OF POOR
L. .
n
Combining this result with (2.5)
i whioh reduces the met of equations to ......... :..............
,9 _,,_ ... eip ,, o .....
i "" 2q
• ' WritinE this in finite difference fom with the ,voloeity U the {ndependant
c variable
, _'p-C-e') A_ (2.s)
' _,.__pL__,. ............
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• ° ° .o _" 'o
- which combined with tile condition for chemical equilibrium
• *
.... •,. ,,. (.F,,T)
._:. gives s solution for the equilibrium flow properties.
- The coefficients in (2.9) and (2.10) are taken to be the average values
between two consecutive points, while the density .o is computed using
the equation of ste, te
-. P I..TC,,-,,,.)
-. , (z.,,)
3' 2writ
The local frozen speed of sound csn be found using the equation given in
appendix A.
• .. •
, _,sthe mass flow _ Is constant, it follows f¢om
paw.
_ ' that at the throat, where A - An- Amin, .gw should take a maximum value.
" After loe_stion of this maximum, the throat properties and the equilibrium
mum flow can be determined, and the area corresponding with every set of
#
properties p, T, ,4 and w is known:
Co"')_,"" '
lad
^., '_"_ La.,1,)
An ezpre,sion for the nozzle shape links the area with the axial coordinate,
which permits "us to uze the functions
.... 1975007833-TSA12
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b
p m pQ _ , .
T: T++ t_ ' '
. _.+ L_)
an_ all derived equilibrium properties, whenever they are needed.
2o 1.1.2. Non-equilibrium flow
As the .pressure is relatively insensitive for non-equilihrilun e_fects, it
is convenient to use it as the independant variable in the k'inetic analysis.
Equations (2.2), (2._) and (2.3) can be written
or
i
t
The pressure and its derivati.ves are assumed to be known; as a first ap-
proximation is taken to the eq_ilibrium pressure distribution.
A fourth equation can be derivad by differentiating the equation of state
(_.u)
dj. [-'I_- __-_- " -+3._._.
These four equations can be rewritten, a_ shown in appendix A_ in the form
_t
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where
T% T
The integration method is taken lfrom Reference 2-1 with a few minor
al terat i onm.
Betting
-_t W ".
_ l _
_:_,:T
hSt
I,.a,_T
,md
ot24 =__jL _
, "_'lm,.
_ "I " four le(:oM order integration formulae in the incremen*l of YI can he de-i
rived of the form
P
/
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dkilllli _ L t= / L.. lilk
where
Ill = ste.psize for the _th interval. " '
The fl_ction values fi and the derivatives I_ i and _i,j are taken _t the
n th point.
As the lnst increment before the computed increment has to _c kno_ to
apply equation (2.18), it is neceL, sary to use a different set of for_lulae
for the starting step of the integration.
The first order variant of eq.ation (2.1_I) is
when applied on lhe first interval.
The relative error in the increment ki,n_ 1 for the second order method is
J
e_k -- _ , -
This formula is used to determine the allowable s'tepsize.
Is the error varies as the stepnize squared, the criterion for dollhlinl
.I and halving the stepsize is given asI I,.._. _,..., _ < _i=a < S Lz.I==..)
i tO N,_N
i
', L,.,.=.,_.., _._._ >S Lz.aoi=>)t,
I
' l,..=: l L.., _ ti_ < _ L=.=o<.)IO
where _; is the muimun error alloyed,
i 1975007833-TSB01
Equations (2,1B) and (2,19) can be written as four linear algebraic equa-
tions
e
• e
which are solved for the increments ki,n+l, i=1,2,3,:,. i
The integration method is only weakly dependant on the engine size and
allows all integration step several orders of magnitu,le larger than the
chemical relaxation length,
The gas properties at the throat and the mass flow are determined .the same
way as treated in tile paragraph on equilibrium flow,
,:,. ^*
and
A,i •
A convergence criterien is applied on tile mass flow and tile one-dimensional
computation is ended, when sufficient convergence is achieved. If no suf-
ficient convergence is found, the complete one-dimensional non-equilibrittm
calculation is restarted t using the newly computed pressure profile.
The form of the functions and derivatives in equations (2.1_) and (2oil))
is given in Appendfx A.
'2.1.2. Transonic flow
L
q
Basis for the analysis is a modified Uauer analysis as given in Reference 22
by Nickerson, The method employs first order perturbation theory to find
i
1975007833-TSB02
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• solution for a constant property line at the throat minimum point.
For a more extensive discussion of the theory use Refererlce 2-2.
Only the results of and .changes in that theory wi|Z he given here,
The constant property line selected is tile isobar a_ the throat r_inimum
point, The coordinates of the isobar are given by
vhere
]t_ - downstream normalized throat radius of curvature
_' - •verage specific heat ratio in the throat region
r - radial normalized coordiuate
x - axial normalized coordivmte.
t
The r.verage specific heat ratio is ,teter_ined as
IW q.sl
where the asterisk denotes the throat property following from the one-dimen-#
siena1 analysis and _i is the property at point i on the isobar, n is
the _otal m_ber of points on the isobar.
The spacing of the points on the isobar is determined such that tile mass
flow through each annular element is equal,
Hence
i
,i
' and '
e
1975007833-TSB()3
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Denoting all one-dime.sional throat properties with an asterisk, it follows
for tile pressure on the isobar
• q Rt_ _
The axial and radial components of tile ve|ocity are
v,._* L'--L.r__,)'/_,(,..z_,.) _.a'/_.,,.
Using equation (2,23) these expressions can he simplified into
L_-_)LI:2"_,l_
h _
which eho_ that the axial velocity is constant on the isobar.
The resultant velocity t|
The streamline angle is fo.nd easily hy
e,,,._,,.,c.-_.) _._o)U
The two other f]ov properties to he determined are the mass traction atomic
hydrogen an(l the temperature.
oolving the chemical relaxation eq.ation
i d_tm I m
i over the relatively large distance from throat to isobar leads to severe
i
t
i ,
1975007833-TSB04
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numerical instability for interpolation from the property table provided
by the one-dimensional non-equilibrium analysis. The temperature follows
from the energy equation
2.3 D_escription of program subroutines
Tile program subroutines are divided in four groups
- main program and general subroutines used throughout
the computation
- subroutines used for the computation of the one-dimensional
subsonic flow
- subroutines for the determination of the transonic llne
- subroutines chat perform the two-dimensional supersonic
flow calculation.
2.4 Main program and support in_ subroutines
The subroutines in this group are
i MAXN PR_GKAM
SUBROUTINE C_NSTA
C MEq
\
<i EQUIL
_. TEMP
2.4. I Main calling program
_IN PRCGRAM
ii
1975007833-TSB05
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2.4.2 Input and physical constants
SUBROUTINE C_NSTA
In this subroutine the physical constants used in the program are
initialized and the nozzle shape and case parameters are read in.
The variables, used in the internal computation, are derived
from the data given in the nozzle shape parameters.
Finally the values of the input parameters are printed.
......... Phy= leal constants
The physical constants, as they are given in the subroutines are
-AA constant in the exprseion for the reaction rate lq(F-
AA where T is the temperature in degrees K,77"'
• - 1_[, mass of a hydrogen atom
- FK Boltzmann constant
-THED characteristic temperature for dissociation Of
t.
hydrogen
,s
"_ - TI_' characteristic temperature for vibration of hy-|
1
drogen
- PI geometrical constant
-M_ atomic weight of hydrogen
"l The constants are set at the valuesAA - 0.TxlO TMem6 °K½mole-2eeo'l
: xlO-2• I_!. o.1674 3 g /
[ FK . O.l_SzlO -17 ere °K-lmole'l
i Tied 34733 °Kt m
10
• TI[EV. 6140.0 °K
w
1 Pl - 3.14139
i _Ff - 1.008 g/mole
!
#
19750078gg-TSB06
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• "4
i °
,' ' - IF (L_GIII.GT.O) it follove through
AIz- - , ,
6
.1_-t. -_a_ I THS,_r_) _ 2. A'I. X_.P..
• t_ko1:
The parameters 1WKLL, IPE_', IPROP, INTER, NPN'_, IOUT and LEN6_ deter-
mine the case that has to be computed and the shape and quantity of the output.
• o.
l_)(;lt_ I,_I'I!___._T P_ stagnation pressure (dyne/era 2)
T_ stagnation temperature (°K)
1
pltOGlt_ OUTPUT internal constants
CALLING DATA
• SUI_t_UT1N_: EqlIIL i
"! 2.&.3 Oensz'Jl subroutines
SUBReUTINE CliEHEQ
' OAI_tA
T_HP
i
1975007833-TSB07
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Nozzl___._eshape parameters
i
The nozzle shape is assumed to be composed out of circular arcs, straight
lines and a parabolic supersonic expansi.on section.
t
Read in are
-RCIL_ combustion chamber radius
-It_] nozzle inlet radius of curvature
-RTW_ upstream throat radius of curvature
-RTI[ItE dovnstrea= throat radius of curvature
-RSTAR throat radius (cm)
-ItEXIT nozzle exit radius
.- _{SUB maximum nozzle inlet angle _rad)
- THSUP maximum nozzle exit angle (rad)
- TI[EX IF (LENG'I1[.Eq.O) nozzle exit angle (tad)
IF (I_G_[.GT.O) length of parabolic nozzle section
All values, with tile exception of I_TAIt and the angles, are dimensionless
with respect to tile throat radius, i
The internal nozzle shape parameters, which can he derived t
t
I
4. _
. zDa:..c...t .,.
'_ . _{._ = -_+ RTW_ (I-COS (THSUB))
1975007833-TSB08
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• sumtl_tWTl_ClI_Zl.:_(T. _P. D_I')
This subroutine is used during the complete computation to provide the
other subroutines with tile value of the equilibrium constant FKP ((dyne/
era2) ½) and the derivative ]}FKP (_(ln(FKP))) at a given temperature T
for the reaction I[2_ 'A[o
k
The first time the subroutine is called two arrays, S and TABs are read
in. Immediately afterwards a flag is set
NFIACm1
which prevents that the next time, when the subroutine is called, it will
try to read the values for S and TAB again. TAB and S are defined
-TAB = 10log Kp , Kp in (atmospheres) ½
-S corresponding temperature in degrees K.
and are taken from the JAh_AF tables, Reference 2-6. The range of tempe-
ratures covered runs from 0°K until 6000°K.
At the required value of the temperature T the corresponding value of
J
' , is found by logaritlunic interpolation, and the result is converted to the
output units. In the same loop the value of the derivative dd_TIn Kp) is
detemined.
PROiqJtAHI_'U'P T temperature (OK)
PRt_lltA/4 OUTPUT _KP equilib_tttt6 constant ((dyne/cm2) _)
DFKP logarithmic derivative of the equilibrium
o
co..tant ((%)-1)
, CALLIN(_ DATAt
CAI,L}"I}BY SUIUt_IJTI._:
¢
1975007833-TSB09
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\
Calculates at given pressure P and temperature T the corresponding value
of the mass fraction atomic hydrogen ALP at chemical equilibrium con-
ditLons according to the relation
where _I_P is the value of the equilibrium constant at T OK.
J
PRI_ItAM INPU_.___T P pressure (dy_e/cm 2)
T temporature (oK) I
PltOGlt_l OUTPU_____T AI,P mass fraction atomic hydrogen at equili- ',
brium conditions.
CALIk_DBY SU]E_UTIh_
1975007833-TSB10
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I
_UHR_UTII(E GAMMA(P,T,ALP,GAM,AF2,1U[_)
:. At given
4.
- pressure P
• - temperature T
-mus fraction atomic hydrogen ALP
P" •
are computed
_. - specific heat ratio GAbl of the mixture
L, - squared frozen speed of sound AF2
! - density I_[_ "'
according to the expressions (A1), (AT) and iAS) of appendix Ao
+,
PROGIt_! INIqJ_.=__T P pressure (dyne/ore 2)
T temperature (OK)
ALP mass fraction atomic hydrogen
PROGRAMOUTPU____T GAH specific heat ratio
_+ " A_'2 squared frozen speed of sound (em2/zee 2)
 e.sity (glcm3)
!
¢
+
L
t
, + .
1975007833-TSB11
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i
• 2.5 _ubsonic flow
The subroutines in this group are split in two s_lbsections, the first
one dealing with one-_imensional equilibrium flow D the second one with
one-dimensional non-equilihritun flow. It contains
I'_!'IN
STJ_UT1
TABLE
_D:CK
l_tISB
PUN_UT
SJ6LVE ..
SUI_I
SUBCJJ2
SUB_L_
2,5.1 Equilibrium £1ow
SUBRCUTZNECCEQ
CCZZAB
PqUIN
J
.1 S_UT_
TABLE
!
I
D
t
* t
'
?
_ -/_' 1975007833-TSB12
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• t
" The coef£icients of the two finite difference equations for integration
of the one-dimensional equilibrium flow field (c.f. section 2.1.1.1.;
equation, (2.9) and (2.10))
c:c_.I = .9 _v
. _.q_. • _,
are computed here. The expressions _or the partial derivatives
can be found in appendix A (equations (Al2a) and (Al2b)).
PROGRAMINPUT P premsure (dyne/cm 2)
T temperature (OK)
W velocity (cm/eeo)
ALP ms _raction atomic hydrozen
PROGRAMOUTPU....._T Cql coefficient in equation (2.9)
Cq2 coefficient in equation (2.10)
- CALI_I)BY SUI4P.OUTINEEqUIN
o
t
.... 1975007833--I:SB13
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• sl_uTva: c_T_ (w.x.M._¢:._,J)
The subroutine modifies a table (W,X) with M entries into a table (WE,
EX) with J entries with the result that between each t_o values of the
arra¥]_ in the second table a constant interval is constructed.
The interpolation between two values of X is achieved with the formula
i
wzt_: u(=) a.
-- ,_ t=) <=xL_a.) < x/.= 4-,.)
REI._. 03_.S T,_It
_. EX(1).X(1)
i
A l¢_aritlmic interpolation method is chosen as it represents most ac-
ourately the shape of the function W-W(X) between two subsequent points.
,,
• _ Fuo_a_Im_t' v velocity (c_/.ec)
X axial coordinate (cm)
M number of entries in (W,X) table
eaoa_ ou___._T l,'l: _elocit_ (cm/sec)
EX axial coordinate (cm)
,. J number of entries in (_tK_) table
! CAUZD_ sumt_uTi_E_u_N
A
I
- " 1975007833-TSB14
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_8.1_R_IJTINEE_UIN (P_,T._,I_I&SS,_I,X,P,TS,V_,AS,PIEt})
The subroutine computes th_ equilibrima pressure distribution P at a func-
tlon of the _ial coordinate X and the equilibrium mass flow 1_qS.
6
Two main calculations can be distinguished. After the computation of the
initial flow conditions from tile stagnation pressure P_ and stagnation
temperature T_, which uses the common expression for the temperature ratio
in compressible flow as a function of the Math number and the specific
beat ratio, the energy equation and the condition for chemical equilibrium,
a table of the equilibrium gas properties
- velocity W
pressure P
- temperature T 4
-mass fraction atomic hydrogen A_
- dens i ty IU[_
- frozen Mach number _ACH
iS compu::ed, using the relations described in section 2.1.1.1. i
During thiL calculation the maximum value of the product (RH_eW) is de-
term/ned, from which the equilibrium mass flow D4ASS follows.
After computation of the sets of gas propertles corresponding with the
area by applying continuity, follows the construction of a table of the
velocity WE as a function of the axial coordinate EX by means of SUBP_U-
TINE TAJlI_, which employs an analytic expression for the nozzle geometry.
At the same time the nozzle inlet conditions
- pressure PBEG=PS
- temperature TS
- mass fraction atomic hydrogen AS
- velocity
1975007833-TSC01
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a
• Smm_.+x_+'+S'l_UT1(.P.,T,_LP.mf+i.W.A,X,_+_X+t)
I
Thas subroutine provides the regular output of the results of the one-
dimenaional performance calculation.
The nozzle area is converted in the area ratio by dividing by (RSTAIt_
IlSTAP_PI). Printed are for all stations
- area ratio A
- axial coordinate X (cm)
- pressure P (dyne/cm 2)
- temperature T (oK)
- density B/I_ (g/cm 3)
- mass fraction atomic hydrogen ALP
- velocity W (cm/zec)
- frozen Hach nmuber FPLAC_!
Yhen the frozen Hash number becomes greater than unity, the vacmm specific
impulse is computed according to
1 P
and printed.
I_OG/tA/4 INPUT P pressure (dyne/cm 2)
7 temperature (OK)
ALP mass fraction atomic hydrogen
101_ density (g/em 3)
1
V velocity (cm/sec)
+'
A nozzle area (cm 2)
X axial coordinate (cm)
_': I_CH frozen Hach number
l_O_M OUTPU..._jT_tt_
_CALLEDBY SUBRCUTINEEqUIN
+: SUBEX
+ 1975007833-TSC02
f'" ,.
" The table (_',EX) is corrected with the ai.d of SU|Ut_UTINE C_ItTAH to. en-
"" dure an 'equal stepsize DX in the resulting table (W,X), which furnishes
the new input for the second rm_ throullh the equilibrium flow integration.
The final pressure table (P,X) is obtained again with the aid of SUHIt_U-
/
_ TINE 'l'A,l_l.
7[ _UI_it_U'I'INE 8T_UTi takes care of the standard print output of the results.
f-i
ii .,gnat,o. press. e(dy,,e/cm2)
I i T_ stagnation temperature (OK)
Ii.
! PROGIt_! OtITPU'r _IA_S et_uilibrium mass' flow (g/see)
14 , number of entries in the arrays P and X
'_i X axial coordinate (em)r i •
P pressure (dyne/era
i _,_,AS temperature (oK), velocity (cm/sec) and rome
fraction atomic hydrogen corresponding with
i
i. the first entry in the (P,X) table
! P_ nozzle inlet pressure (dyne/em_)... ... ....... ..........
. , . .... .-- ..
CALLING SUI_UTI_E Clt_lEq
t
,, Equl_.
" BT_UTI
1 TABLE
CALLED BY SIJItIt_U'flNI'] SUI_,,_emmmmmmmmm_ mmm_
1
J
1975007833-TSC03
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• . SU ,I_UTINE ' ,T.AJ_]2_(PoA.NoASTA]t,ToWoAJ_,X,Q,H,T._,%_,/_;,NSTAB)
The property/area table (P,A) with N entz'ies is converted in a property/
axial coordinate table (q,X) with H" entries.
The values of the other three one-dimensional flow properties 'IS, WS
and AS corresponding with the first entry in the (q,X) table are inter-
polated from the input _rrays T, W and ALP. NSTAR is the index of t_e
entries at the nozzle throat.
The relations that link the axial coordinate X with the nozzle area A,
non-dimensionalizing the axial coordinate X and the radial coordinate
by dividing through the throat radius I_TA]t, are:
_(a)..4A(,,)/._T_" ..
= ir (k(J).LT.)tC_)
• - i._{R(J).LT.Iml_) '
' _ )t_(_tsu)_)' _ x(Jl=O_cl_'i_(J)+_"_:(co.(fi_u)))=l l
i - if O,(,.,).LT.kc_:,_
.............. t ......... "......... f
x(a)=x_E=__ _-(m_ -_(J))_)
- if (j.u_._s'r_t)
zla)..x_ _nu_=O,(O)=l-_,'nuL_:)_)
- it (_(J).GTa_:V.) i
• xla).x_z • c_.(l= • ', _(_1"_ " '
'-'e_L. tan(Tl[SUP) _ _ I
! Finally all computed I valttes are dimensionalized
Q
PIiOGI_ Ih'PII.._T P.A 'gas property/nozzle area table to be con-
verted! A in em
I N number of entries in (P)A) table1
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• N entries \
. NSTAR index of properties at the nozzle throat
. .PROGItAMOUTPUT t_,X gas property/axial coordinate table; X
in cm
H number of entries in ((_,X) table
TS,_,AS with (q(l),X(1)) corresponding values of
the arrays T, W and AI_
.CaLLeD_ SUmt_U_'ZN_Eq_;I._
SUI_D[
• 3.2.2. Nen-equilibrium flow
•sumt_rx._:c_:cK
: DI_tlSB
._ o
• S_LVE
: f_UIlC_Jl
Slm_
!r
' .. • .
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, _ ' ._t_.R_UTIt_ D_tIS]_ (P,T,I_[_LAI,P.W.I+PX,J+P_'_,FI,F:_.,P3,F4,FIX,FIW,PIIt, F+-'_',
' .F',&t,P2T, F2A, F3X, F'3W.,l_lt, F'_T,F'_A, F4X, FP,W,F',It, F:_'P,F4A)
l
I
This subroutine computes at known
- pressure P
;' .- temperature T
- density ltJI_
-mass fraction atomic hydrogen ALP
- velocity W
- pressure first derivative DPX
i - pressure second derivative DP2X
the functions FI, 1_, k_J, F_ and their derivatives with respect to x,
v, _ . T and jot according to the expressions I_iven in appendix A (eq-
uations (A13) through (A16) and following), vhich viii be used for the
calculation of the coefficients of the first and second order integra-
" tion methods for one-dimensional non-equilibrium flow.
PROGRAHINPU..___T P pressure (dyne/cm 2)
T temperature (°K)
density 3)
ALP mass fraction atomic hydrogen
¥ velocity
DPX pressure first derivative (dyne/cm 3)
DP2X pressure second derivative (dyne/cm '_t)
PltO{_lt_| 9UT]qJT F1,F2,_,F_ and their derivatives (c.f. appendix A)
l • C_LXNU SUIU+IiUTI_mp>+t,'.q
I
,+ C_._+'.Dn.._Y sumqdUTXm_ttlm_t
!
SUBC¢2
i
i
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•. SUB/i_UTINE S_LVE ( P. T, I_[_. ALl'. W.I)X.])PX, I)I'2X. ])_¢N,DTN.])ItN.D,_NjDiet I_T.D]t,
. .
Four linear algebraic equations in. four unknowns are solved using Kramer's
Rule. The equations are of the form
• aiDW + hiDA + ciDT + diD|t = e i i = 1,2,3, t*
and are the rearranged integration formulae from section 2.1.1.2, equa-
tions (2.18) and (2.19).
The coefficients at, bi, ci, d i and e i are computed in SUIgt_I!TINE SURC_I
(first order method D applied only for t.h,. initia] intPgl_ati,m interval,
if (NONEoE(_.I)) and SUlJlt_UTIN_ SU]IC_2 (second order method, used for
all subsequent steps).
PROG:d_! INPUT P pressure at last calculated (n th) point
l temperature at n th point (OK)
]l)[_ density at nth point (A/era _)
tit
ALP mass fraction atomic hydrogen at n point
I/ velocity at n th point (cm/sec)
fIX axial distance between nth and (n+l) tit
"point (era)I
.] DPX value of _txat tile n th point (dyne/cm _)
1 DP2_ value of _ at n t}| point (dyne/cl_ _)dx-
l _ increment in velocity hetwPen (n-?.) th andth
t n point (cm/eec)
I
DTN increment in temperature betw,een (n-l) thL
t
. and n th point (OK)
'.. DIGN increment in density between (n-l) th and
th
n point (K/cm _)
.....
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• . DAN increment in mass fraction atomic hydro-
. '_
' ' gen between (n-l) th and n th point
N_N_ n
• th
::- DXI axial distance between (n-l) th and n
point (cm)
q
. .PROGIIA_! OUTPUT I}W increment in velocity between n th and (n  „ th
point (era/see)
th
,. I_ increment in temperature between n and
(n+l) th point (oK)
Dlt increment in density between n th and (n+l) th
point (g/cm '3) "
DA increment in mass fraction atomic hydrogen
between nth and (n+l) th point
SIn_2
: CAU_ BY SU_UTI_ SUI_
#
(
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* SUHIi_UTXh_:SUBC½_I.(P.T oRII_,ALP,N,DPX,DP:_.X,AI.Aft,A3oAPl.II..o]_3,W,tC2_C3,''
C4 ,DI,D2,D3,])t,El,E2.E3tE!iIT)X)
Compat_tion of the coefficients of the four linear algebraic equations,
obtained from the first order integration =ethod, C.fo section 2.l.loo,
equation (2.19'). • "
. The values and the derivatives of the functions F1, F2, l_ and F_ at
given P, T. Rli_,ALP and W (equations (AI3) through (AIS), appendix A)
are computed in SUI_R_UTINED_ISll.
The ¢oefficien_ Al, A2, et¢. are defined
AI.ZlV-I/DX"'
A_=P_W
B_F2A-I/DX
c . T-l/Dx
, C4=F_T
D1-Flk
s
. Dg=F_t
D3.1e'_lf,
D4=V,,It-X/DX
_,.--FI-FIX.DX
E_=-F2
I_3=-_-I,'5x.rJx
E/I=-F/I-Ft-tX, I)X
t
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pROGI_.I_rJ..._TTP pressure(d)_e/cm"°) "'.,
i " T tempera'ture (OK)
' _[_ density (g/era_)
ALP mass fraction atomic hydrogen
V velocity (c_/sec)
DPX derivative dpldx (dy.elc,.3)
e.
2 2
De2X derivative ,_p/dx (d_'nel_._)
DX axial interval (cm)
PlIOGlt__ OUTPUT AI,A2,... ,ES,E_ coefficients of linear alKehraic
equations
CX_IN_ sur_uTz_'_:D_Is.
CALLED_ suea_uTz_,:S LW
i
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• S.UBR_UTI_E SUI_C_2 (P,T,ItI[_,ALP,___DI'X.DP2X,AI,A2.A'_,At_,I_2.B'_,Wo,¢2,C'5,
o
C_ .I)1. D2, D3, D't,El. 1']2.l';3,E_, I)X_1)_ j ])T_ _])A._t I)IL_f_X 1)6
/
/ l
Computation of tile four linear algebraic equations t obtained from the
eecond order integration method, c.f. section 2.1.1.2 t equation (2.18):
•he values and" the derivative_ of the functions FI, F2j t'3 and F_ (e-
• quations (A13) through (A18)t appendix A) are calc.lated in SUBIt_UTLN_
DElilSB,
tSetting P-DX I(DX+DX1)/DX
l
,___(Vx+Dxl) .
the coefficients A1, A2, etc. are defined
Al-mV-1/_
S2-F_-X/eq
:, _=F_-I/_
EI.-I_/q-FIX.DX-F1
_._.-_/q-_
' _.-m'_/q-r,_x.Dx-_
_-_/q-_x. _X-F_
A_ A_t A_ H_, B_,'C2, C_, D1, DS and D_ have the same definition as
• in SUI_UTINE SUIICJ_I.
J PROCd..._ INPU.___T P pressure (d_ne/cm 2)
, . T temperat.re (OK)
' ]_HJ_ density (g/cm _)
' ALP mass fract_.on atomic hydrogen
W velocity (cm/aec)
•_ DPX derivative dPtdx (dyne/cm _)
1975007833-TSCl 1
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DX axial interval between last computed point
and next following point (cm)
D_ increment in velocity between last computed
- point and the point before (cm/sec)
I
DTN incremer, t in temperature between last com-
. puted point and the point before (OK)
increment in Oonsity between last computed
point and the point before (g/cm 3)
DAN increment in mass fraction atomic hydro-
gen between last computed point and the
point before
DXI axial interval before DX (cm)
PIt0GItAM 0UTPU_ AI,A2j...,E_jE5 coefficients of linear al_ebraic
.' equations
CALLIN(; SUNtJ_UTINE DI_tlSB
CALIh:D ]P/ SUInt_UTINE S_JLVE
4
4
3.3 Transonic flow
This Stoup is composed of only one subroutine
SUBROUTINE INLINE
i
m
#
!
!
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SECTION 3
MOLECULAR BEA_.:STUDIES OF HYDROGEN/GRAPHITE EROSION
Introduction
As part of ius contoured exhaust nozzle, the NERVA solid
core nuclear rocket flight engine (Ref.3.1)was designed tc incorpoz_tc
a radiatively cooled graphite skirt. The choice of graphite
for this skirt, extending from an area ratio of 24 to 1 to the
exit plane (area ratio 100 to i), rather than the more commonly
used refractory metals, was based upon the superior nucleonic
properties of low atomic weight graphite as opposed to those
of high atomic weight metals. While the thermo-mechanical
properties of graphite are quite adequate _r its application
as a skirt material, there exists however a question of its
long term compatibility with the high temperature hydrogen
propellant.
It is well established (Ref.3-2,-3,-4) that at high temperature
(1000°K) and particularly under conditions of high temperatures
and pressures (0 (1) atm) hot graphite will react with hydrogen
to form simple hydrocarbons. Such a reaction, if sufficiently
vigorous, would have a pronounced effect upon the utility of
the nozzle skirt for multiple missions requiring cumulative
burn times on the order of 10 hours or so. Consequently, it
was deemed of importance to have definitive information avail-
able concerning the details of hydrogen-carbon surface reaction
under conditions anticipated to be present at the surface of
1975007833-TSC13
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the skirt during all phases of NERVA engine operation.
The mechanisms by which graphite surfaces react with heated
hydrogen have been studied basically under equilibriu_L conditions.
Clarke and Fox(Ref.3-2}emplcyed a filament to _n,_estigate the reactio
of hydrogen and graphite over a temperature range 2000aK to
_ 3400°K and pressures from 10 -2 to 1 atms. These experiments,
conducted at lowtotal hydrogen flow rates, permitted them to
conclude that at temperatures below 3000°K and pressures be-
tween 10 -2 and 1 atms, the rate of reaction at the surface of
: the graphite is directly proportional to the hydrogen pressure
and to the square root of the dissociation constant for this
gas. At higher temperatures the sublimation rate of graphite
is controlling, and C2H2and C3H4are predominant as reaction
products.
Sanders (Ref.3-2) of Lewis Research Center measured weight loss
from graphite test samples heated in the range 1820aK to 2430°K
at atmospheric pressure. The flow rate of hydrogen was low
(47 cm3/ sec) and equilibrium was maintained throughout the
test series. The data collected from these tests at temperatures
in excess of 2070°K, corre%ate quite well with thermodynamic
calculations of the equilibrium reaction of carbon and hydrogen.
Divergence between the data and computed reaction rates in the
temperature range between 1820°K _nd _070°K was attributed to
a lack of thermodynamic equilibrium induced by the low, but
* significant, hydrogen flow rate employed during the tests.
In addition to predicting the reaction rate, the calculations
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indicated that acetylene (C2H2) would be the primary reaction
product. Earlier, Heddon (Ref.3-4) determined the rate of methane
production for graphite reacting with hydrogen at pressures
from 101to 102 atmospheres and temperatures from 1270°K to
1520°K. It was concluded that the rate determining step in
this pressure and temperature regime consisted of hydro-
genation of CH2-CH2-groups at the graphite lattice coupled
with a splitting of the -CH2-CH 2- bond. It was further con-
cluded that the reaction rate was negligible at temperatures
below 1270°K.
These studies, all conducted under equilibrium conditions,
have but limited applicability to the problem of establishing
the erosion rate of a contoured nozzle. It is necessary, when
trying to establish the chemical erosion rate of the graphite
nozzle skirt in question, to not only have knowledge of the
graphite-hydrogen reaction mechanism, but also to have a fully
developed model for the flow field and its interaction with the
boundary.
The nozzle skirt under continuous operating conditions will
attain an equilibrium temperature which varies as a function of
longitudinal position, assuming axial symmetry, and is determined
by a balance between the heat flux to the surface through the
reacting boundary layer inside and thermal radiation from the
outside surface. Consequently, the conditions existing at the
graphite-hydrogen interface will be very much different from
those maintained in the experiments referenced, in particular,
it is difficult to determine the influence surface temperature
1975007833-TSD01
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has upon the overall reaction rate from, for instance, the
effect of hydrogen temperature or velocity. Such information
is necessary for the proper development of a coherent model
of the reacting boundary layer in the skirt.
A practical engineering assault on the problem of •graphite
skirt erosion (Ref.3-5,-6) has shown tna_,on the basis of model tests
employing AGCarb- i01 material as a test sample, and pressures
and temperatures commensurate wi_h those anticipated to be
encountered, erosion rates will be acceptable. Similar tests
conducted with helium rather than hydrogen failed to cause
erosion. It might be concluded that this is an unambiguous
indication of a purely chemical, as opposed to mechanical,
erosion mechanism. However, the question can be raised as to
whether the surface is not acting as a catalyst for the re-
combination of the dissociated hydrogen present in the flow
leading to intensified reactivity in excess of that to be
anticipated from purely thermal considerations. A more exten-
sive series of tests employing other gases (e.g., N 2) would be
enlightening.
While the model tests seemingly appear to provide a solid
basis for the verification of the suitability of the existing
skirt design, i.e., indicated acceptably low erosion rates,\
' these tests have constantly failed to duplicate the low pressure
\ high velocity and Mach number conditions to be experienced by
the skirt. It is not possible at this point, on the basis
of these or the earlier tests to predict with any assurance
what the erosion rate will be in the actual nozzle skirt flow
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regime. This statement is particularly true with regard to
future higher temperature versions of the NERVA engine. As
indicated earlier, to do so would require a comprehensive
description of the reacting boundary layer coupled with a real-
istic description of the reaction mechanisms present when
hydrogen impinges on a heated graphite surface.
It was the purpose of the experimental program undertaken
during this contract to provide information concerning the
detailed mechanisms by which hydrogen reacts with solid
carbon (graphite) surfaces.
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Experimental Program
Approach
In order for any experiment directed toward the invest-
igation of the interaction of hydrogen with graphite surfaces
to provide meaningful results it is mandatory that the basic
physical characteristics of both the hydrogen gas and the
graphite surface be known with precision and be independently
controlable over a substantial range of values. An experiment
so designed would then permit the pertinent parameters associated
with the surface reactions to be independently varied and their
effect upon the overall reaction schematic to be unambiguously
assayed.
The use of a molecular beam nozzle generating a precisely
controlled jet of hydrogen having known physical properties
impinging on an accurately controlled graphite surface was
chosen as the most straight forward means to satisfy the basic
objectives of the study.
Experimental Apparatus
The experiment consisted then of four basic elementsz
A, Hydrogen molecular beam nozzle
B. Graphite surface and its holder and power supply
C. Diagnostic instrumentation
D. Vacuum facility in which the experiment was conducted
The following brief description of each of these components
serve to detail the salient characteristics of the experiment.
• A. Hydrogen Molecular Beam Nozzle
Figure 1 is a photograph of the hydrogen molecular beam
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nozzle. In the nozzle design gaseous hydrogen is introduced as
shown and}by splitting the flowj is caused to enter both ends
i of the resistively heated rhenium nozzle tube. A small hole
ii (31_m diameter) drilled m_dway between the ends of the tube,
along a radius, forms the nozzle proper.
By controlling the stagnation pressure and the stagnationi
i temperature (by adjustment of the current level through the
I
i tube) a wide range of flow conditions could be obtai_ ed.i
j
i Stagnation pressures of up to 20 atmospheres at stagnation
i temperatures up to 2800°K were possible, at flow rates up to
! a maximum (determined by the facility pumping capacity)of
1020 particles/see.
i The Mach numbers of the beam generated by such a
i
nozzle were sufficiently high((0)M=10) so that for the purposes
i of the experiment the energy distribution could within narrow
i limits(_+/l_) be considered mono-enegetic. The use of an
i
i almost mono-energetic beam allows the influence of particle
i
velocity on the overall reaction kinetic rate to be precisely
determined.
• B. Gral_hite Sample and Holder
Candidate graphite samples were mounted in a sample holder
which would permit the surface to be oriented over 2 7/ steradians
1 with respect to the center line of the beam. By varying the
i beam impingment angle the influence of surface anisotropicities
upon the surface kinetics could be weighed. In addition
provision was made for the sampl_s to be resistively heated to
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predetermined, controlled temperature levels to allow the
influence of surface temperature to be compared with the effects
of hydrogen particle energy.
• 3. Diagnostic Instrumentation
A series of increasingly sophisticated instrumentation
t
was available for this study. Initial studies of surface
erosion under various beam and surface conditions were to be
conducted by qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the
amount of material removed by the reaction process. By using
these data as a guide a detailed investigation using a mass
spectrometer to assess the reaction products would then permit
a detailed evaluation of the specific surface reactions
contributing to surface erosion.
• D. Vacuum Facility
The use of a high vacuum environment was essential 1:o
this program. By maintaining the background pressure in the
rangeSl0 -4 torr two important advantages were obtained; the
absence of significant extraneous material that could mask
the effects of the reaction was assured and the reaction could be
observed free from the influence of additional interactions
due to multiple collisions in the vicinity of the surface. !
The pumping capacity associated with the vacuum facility limits I
the maxium nozzle flow rate that can be used.
All experiments conducted in this program were run is
the Guggenheim Physical Laboratory-facility which permitted pressure_
of_10 -4 tort to be maintained at particle flow rates of up to
1020sec-1. Pressure levels below 10-4 torr correspond to mean
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free paths in excess of one meter insuring favorable conditions
for the observation of the reaction at the surface.
It should be noted that, in.all but one respect, the
physical characteristics of the hydrogen beam are quite similar
to those anticipated to be present in the nozzle skirt of the NERVA
flight engine. The one exception to this correspondence is the
particle density. The hydrogen density at the surface of the graphit[
test sample, when being impinged upon by the beam, was on the order
of 1013 to 1014 particles/cm 3 1017 3as compared to 1016 to particles/cm
in the actual nozzle. The simulatiQn of nozzle skimt surface operat-
ing conditions was not the goal of this work. It is purely coinci-
dental that the experimental parameters approximate those anticipated
to be present.
Overall Progress
Considerable effort was devoted, during the early phases
of the program, toward the development of a nozzle capable of
providimg the requisite hydrogen flows at the pressures and
temperatures required for the test program. Initial attempts
to produce a nozzle beam using tantalum nozzle tubes revealed
0
that operation at modest temperatures (ie, (0) i000 K) soon led to
catastrophic failure because of embrittlement. As a
consequence the use of rhenium nozzle tubes was pioneered.
A supply of vapor deposited rhenium,and tungsten- 25%0
_ rhenium nozzle tubes were secured and tested for long term
< compatibility with hydrogen under conditions of interest for
_ this experiment series. The rhenium tubes supplied by The
Advanced Rocket Technology Corporation of Irvine, California
l
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proved to be more than adequate to the task and superior to the
more brittle tungsten/ rhenium alloy tubes tested•
The use of rhenium as a nozzle material necessitated the
development of special drilling techniques to produce the
i microscopic holes required for the generation of high Mach
_ number beams By using specially ground tungsten carbide drill
bits and a microdrilling apparatus purchased from National
: ! Jet Company of Cumberland, Maryland a number of nozzles were
• I
fabricated for use in the program.
An extensive series of tests were conducted to accurately
determine the velocity distribution of the hydrogen beam
produced by these nozzles when operated over a wide range of
stagnation p_essures and temperatures• These tests, using
!
i existing time of flight velocity distribution apparatus, revealed
i the Mach number to be in the range of i0 to 20 for all operating
conditions and therefore adequate for the initial series of
erosion tests•
=i
i The first series of tests had as its goal the qualitiative
evaluation of the various molded graphite skirt materials,
listed in Table i. For these tests the unheated 2 cm x 4 cm
u
polished samples were mounted normal to the beam center line
and 5 cm from the nozzle exit plane• Meticulous attention
' was devoted to assuring that the test conditions were maintained
, I
! the same for each sample. By operating at a stagnation temp-
!,
i,
_ _ erature of 2000°K and a pressure of 3 atmospheres hydrogen
!:
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particle mean energy of 0.6 ev was obtained. Each sample was
irradiated for a period of three (3) hours, durin G which the flow
rate &nd particle _ne'rgy was maintained constant within 2%.
A thin tantalum shadow strip was afixed across the center
of the sample piece to facilitate comparison of irradiated and
, unexposed surfaces. Figure 2 is a photograph taken in visible
light of an irradiated sample. In this photograph the light
horizontal band is the unirradiated surface, the darker areas
having been exposed to the hydrogen beam. The small light
rectangular areas at the corners were shielded from the
impinging beam by clips used to restrain the sample in the
holder.
The sample shown in this photograph (Sample 172) was
visually quite similar to the other seven tested. In all
cases visual inspection failed to reveal any marked differences
amongst the samples studied. The demarcation between irradiated and
unirradiated areas of the samples studied was sharp and quite
distinct even for the areas shielded by the clips whose edges
were raised somewhat above the sample surface, (the tantalum
shield was in direct contact with the sample surface).
Because of this unambiguous visual evidence of beam
i_pingement induced surface alteration it was anticipated that
photomicrographs taken with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) would permit a quantitative measurement of surface
erosion to be made. The strategm employed was to orient the
sample such that the step in the surface (viewing from the eroded,
• ,. ......." _41., . ._ I :...._t
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irradiated surface toward the shielded surface) could be
clearly imaged and its elevation measured.
Fig are 3 is a photomicrograph of the boundary region
between the irradiated area (right and below) and the shielded
area (left and above) of sample 172. This material displayed
the highest degree of surface alteration of all the samples
studied with the SEM. In fa_-t it was the only sample of the
eight (8) tested in which it wa_ possible to detect the boundary
region at any level of magnification.
This result was most unexpected beoause of the except-
ionally sharp, distinct visual evidence all of the samples
displayed for beam induced alteration. Inspection of figure 3
and a similar photograph of this sample surface obtained at
a manification of 4000X (displayed as figure 4) showed that the
radiated surface has undergone what can best be described as
i mild excoriation. Surface irregularities in the irradiated
area are observed to be softly rounded and generally subdued
i
as compared to the shielded zone.
Close scrutiny of the photomicrographs taken of the eight (8)
!,
_ test samples at various view angles and at magnifications up to
4000X reveal, at most, marginal changes in the surface textures
of all excepe #172. On the basis of this evidence the sample
_ #172 material can be considered to be more susceptible to attack
\,
' by energetic hydrogen atoms than the others tested.
This conclusion must be mollified by the realization that
the surface changes apparent could very well have resulted from
a process that was initially quite pronounced during the three (3)
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hour test period and that no or very little change occured
thereafter. The resolution of this question is a moot point
pending further tests involving both shorter and longer
irradiation times with higher surface temperature, higher
beam particle energies and varied sample orientations.
Although planned these tests were not implemented during
this contract because the overall emphasis of the program was
shifted soon after the data were collected and in the process
of being analyzed. At the conclusion of the reported sample
test series major effort was devoted toward the refinement of
the rhenium, high pressure, high temperature nozzle design. As
a result of these refinements to the nozzle design stemming from
an extended series of tests at temperatures in the 2600 to 2700=K
range at pressures in excess of one atmosphere total nozzle
longenity has been extended to 30 hours at 2700 K.
On the basis of the known crystallographic and sublimation
properties of rhenium a 30 hour useful life at 2700_K corresponds
to virtually indefinite ( 1000 hours) service life at operating
temperatures below 2400°K. As a consequence a high temperature,
high pressure molecular beam nozzle is now available for the
acceleration of all non-oxidizing gases and vapors, a signal
advance in the field of molecular beam research.
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TABLE I
l
Manufacturinq Histories of Molded Graphite (I)
t TEST SAMPLES
Sample F iller Binder Heat
Number TEaatment
143 (2) POCO PCD (-OQ) CAI (4) 2800
152 (2}.; CAI (i000 C) ITX (4) 2800
162 (2,3) ITX (i000) ITX 2800
169 (2) POCO PCD (-9) Q ITX 2800
(2) t
171 POCO PCD (-0) Q ITX 2800
172 POCO PCD (-9) Q Ashland 2800
240 Pitch
175 ITX (700_C) ITX 2800
POCOAXF5Q Commercial - No History 2500
(i) Filler and binder molded at 1600 psi and 1400 °C, except
for POCO AXF5Q. Heated without pressure to 2800°C.
(2) Impregnated with CAI Polymer.
(3) Same graphite as 175 except 162 was impregnated.
(4) CAI - Cinnamylideneindene.
NOTES ."
i:. These materials were made for NERVA Program, SNC-95.
2. Supplied by Mr. J. M. Napier, Nuclear Division, Union
Carbide Corporation P.O. Box Y, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37330.
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Figure 2. Photograph of graphite sample # ].72.
'I
' ')'_("P,' 18
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Figure 3. Scanning Electron Microscope Photograph of Boundary
between irradiated surface (on right) and shielded surface
(magnification X2000)), Sample _].72
F{gure 4. Same as figure 3 b,_t magni_i,.;_;tionX400,).
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• ' APPF,NDIX A
D
' _HEORETZCAL DERIVATIONS
• / •
Consid_.rin_ a mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules, and
definin_ e¢ as the ratio of the mass of hydrogen atoms present
in the mixture to the total mass of the mixture, the number
densities of H and H2 can be determined as
= mH = 2-_H
*
and
1-W.. 1-w.
where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom.
Using these exoressions the equation of state can be written
_. k_( ni)= I+=)3 (A1)
where k is the Boltzmann constant.
_om equation (A1) can be deduced
; a k__(1, =)_= _ T '
2 = 2mH m.w.-----mixture
, " Or_ as 2wH
m°w'iI 1 ure = "--"ixt l+e_
where wH is the,atomic weight of hydrogen and _ Is the uni-
versal _as constant, it follows
':_ _ - _ (X2)
w_ mH
e
The enthalDy is defined '
,. h=_+e
. where • is the s_ecifio Internal ener_,y of the mixture, with
_, |ero energy taken to be that of the atomic soecies at absolute
_, mero tempe_'ature.
'_ As only viOrational, rotational, translatlonal and dissociatloni_
energies of the species are considered (e]ectronic excitation
ie neglected), • can be written
1975007833-TSE04
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: • -_ ni(_'dissooiationi+ _'translationi + _ibration i
• + _rotation t)
summed over both species i in the mixture.
Translation, rotation and vibration are assumed to be in
equilibrium, i.e. they have a'Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
Ex.ore_sions for the energies are then
• . Eroti= kTkevi
_vi.bi, evi/e ..
• 1
• 312
Edisi = keDi
"" where
eV i . characteristic vibrational temperature of
soeoiee i
eD_ .. characteristic dissociation temperature of
soecies i.
: As the atomic s_eoies has only translational energy, one
obtains for the internal energy
2=_"12+ 5la +-_--(evl(evl_o. ( -I)+eD))_' (A._)
and fez-the enthaloy
h = 3_/2 +
@r
• - e(<,T)
h. h(._,_) !
1
t 8v and el) are the characteristic' temperatures of molecular
' hydro _en.
For the calculation of the specific heat ratio _ and of
some other quantities we will need the partial derivatives
of the enthaloy.
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I
vhere
Ov J _"I-
AS the specific heat at constant volume cV is defined
C'v = "_-" "_T
vhere
_ _.,.,__R-_ Jm
_L-h,
: is the speci/'ic gas constant of the m/xture, and
Y
": ¢ v C¥
it follows
_'=- "" (.'_7)
21_ N N.,.
For the local frozen speed of sound can nov be written
lteemb, ination irate
Considering the two third body reactions
1975007833-TSE06
vhere
kf|- forward reaction rate of the i th third body reaction
k b . backward reaction rate of the i tb third hody reaction,
the diesocia_,ion rate becomes (c.f. ref, 2-7)
_" • t •
vhere kfl
" : _ K e . _- the equilibrium, constant based on concentrations per
_= unit volume for the reaction H2--_. _[.
A8 the third body has no effect on the equilibrimn concenteations, one can
vrite
kb 1i ktl.Ke _d k_2-Ke_2
!
!: Substitution of these expreseions in equation (Ag) yields
i:
!,
1
Ref. 2-10 gives for the values of kbl and kb 2 the empirical expressions
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0
Substituting in the equation for_ t one obtains
j ."
Wt4 _ _ _c. '
or
• wH W N
As ref. 2-6 gives the equilibrium constant based on partial pressures, we will
have to convert the last equation with the aid of
J
I_c. = _'r -I _H G-P"l"
..
,p
where K ia the equilibrium constant based on partial pressurest which resultsP
in
t
Eliminating .9 with the equation of state (AI)it follows
t
For equLlibrlum flow and chemically frozen flow the rate of dissociation
is equal to zero, which gives us for frozen flow
£ - constant
i and for equlllhrlma flow
1975007833-TSEO8
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k_ _
_i. _,_ ) -_= _". o =
qp •
J' I
hence
i •
"14..
• I%_.
As Kp is a ftmction of T only, _e is a f_mction of p and T only, The
partial derivatives with respect to p and T are
--..... • 12...CI}
0ne-Dimens i ona 1 N on-Equ i 1 ibr itun F1 ov
. For one-dimensional flov the equations of conservation of momentmn and
: " energy and the chemical relaxation equation can he written
w 8 cl_
,Jp 1
._ _ .s.. --.- =o
c,.i,l¢, ci,_.. 1
• !
' d% w
as shown in 2.1.1.2.
A fourth differential equation for .,9 can be derived by differentiating
the equation of state (AI)
I• _. P cir. -r" d'_ _
4
Rearranging these equations
!
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' _" £" .1. ..,.--. ,.... ,
ii
Combining equations (A1) and (A?) lr can be vritten
!
, !
=! i_ ...P--
3r_r
, Or
t
Substituting this result in the expressions for the functions fl' fL" f3
and f_ and rearranging them
i
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Por the computation of the Gne-dimcnsional non'equilil)ritu,flow we will need
. the partial derivatives of the functions fit B and A with respect to x, v,
I_ iTand o.
Defining
i
t " _,,i "; _"' _" "_ T _._,
-__ _ . lis_
these derivative_ can easil?F be shown to be
t.
i " :
, 1,_, .,_ _t
• !
_" 14T.: 0
i
/'_t,._ ,j / //x,:
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t5"
' CA'>
_. _: _ .___ i'/
W
i
• _.,• (_'_ -:-_)_
t 'S.',,,.- o
I
I
!
m
.; Aw. - A
w
'" '"" I,z.".J"t
1
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' t
I h.-
].
The dertvattveo YT and y_ of the specific heat ratio can he lhown to he
i from equation (AT)
• V.r"Y('-r)_
l
t
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